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Questions

Please direct any questions during the webinar to:

info@lowcarboncontracts.uk
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Disclaimer

This presentation (including all content, whether oral or in writing) has been prepared for
the exclusive use and benefit of those recipients to whom it is addressed. Unless LCCC
provides express prior written consent, no part of this presentation should be reproduced,
distributed or communicated to any third party. The content of these slides and any
statements made by LCCC in the presentation are provided in good faith; however,
neither the content of the slides nor any statements made are or are intended to be any
form of representation, undertaking, warranty or legal or other professional advice.
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COVID-19 update relating to the Q2 forecast
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• The original levy forecast for Q2 2020, made in December 2019, did not include an 
impact of the COVID-19 virus on demand, generation or prices. 

• LCCC’s forecasts suggest that without a levy rate increase we are unlikely to have 

sufficient funds to pay CfD generators in June.

• This is due to net demand being significantly lower than when we forecast and 

determined the levy rate for this quarter back in December 2019.

• BEIS and LCCC have agreed that BEIS will extend to LCCC a one-off interest-free loan 

facility, up to a designated amount, to be used towards the additional costs which 

would otherwise be payable by suppliers in respect of CfD payments this quarter (Q2). 

• BEIS will consult on its intention to amend the regulations in order to avoid the 

additional amounts being recovered from suppliers in the July reconciliation and giving 

LCCC the ability to recover this amount from suppliers in Q1 of 2021. 



Q3 2020 Supplier Obligation Levy Rate

Supplier Obligation for the period from 01 July 2020 to 30 September 2020, to cover payments to 
CFD generators accrued in the period:

Interim Levy Rate (ILR)

● Set at £8.532 / MWh for the period

● Up from £7.469 / MWh in Q2 2020

Total Reserve Amount (TRA)

● Set at £77,016,653.44 for the period

● Down from £78,339,427.23 in Q2 2020
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CFD Generation Capacity by Fuel Type
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CFD Generation Payments by Fuel Type
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Forecast Assumptions: Generation for Q3 2020

Any significant change to our forecast assumptions and/or availability of actual settlement data may 
trigger an in-period adjustment to the ILR and TRA to meet payments.

Forecasts are affected by changes to start dates or planned outages, or due to unplanned outages 
occurring.

For illustration, our primary forecasting assumptions for Q3 2020 include:

● Solar: 2 CFD units currently active

● Biomass Conversion: 2 CFD units currently active

● Dedicated Biomass with CHP: Generation expected from one CFD unit coming online in Q3 2020

● Offshore Wind: Generation is expected from 13 CFD sites during the period; one of these is expected to come 
online in Q2 2020 

● Onshore Wind: Generation is expected from 13 CFD sites during the period; one of these is expected to come 
online in Q3 2020

● Advanced Conversion Technologies: 1 CFD units currently active

● Energy from Waste with CHP: Generation expected from one CFD unit coming online in Q2 2020
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Forecast Assumptions: Other

● Baseload Market Reference Price (BMRP): The forecast BMRP for Summer 2020 (Apr 20 – Sep 20) used for the 

determination of the Q3 2020 ILR and TRA carries very little uncertainty. This is because at the point of 

determination (market prices taken as at 17th March 2020) most of the Summer 2020 baseload prices were 

already known (from trading period Oct 2019 – Mar 2020). Market prices have subsequently fallen due to 

Covid-19 impact.

● Intermittent Market Reference Price (IMRP): IMRP, which is based on hourly day-ahead prices, carries a high 

degree of uncertainty and historically has had a greater impact on cost variations than the BMRP.

● Electricity demand: The calculation of eligible demand assumes that 85% of demand from Energy Intensive 

Industries (EII) will be exempt from CFD costs. An EII forecast of 11.0 TWh/year has been used for the Q3 2020 

determination, which is estimated from recent actual EII volumes. The demand forecast did not include the 

effect of the Covid-19 lockdown.
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15 month forecast further assumptions Low and High 

case sensitivities

Base case:

● Commissioning dates broadly in line with expected dates published in CFD register

Low case:

● Assumes generators commission 6 months after the Base case start date assumption

● Simulates an increase in market prices of 25%

High case:

● Assumes generators commission 2 months prior to the Base case start date assumption

● Simulates a decrease in market prices of 19%
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15 month Forecast ILR with Low and High Case
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15 month Forecast TRA with Low and High Case
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Quarterly CFD Cost Variance (Forecast vs Actual)
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Under-forecast of CFD costs in Q1 20 related to:
• Falling market prices
• High wind generation



Quarterly Gross Demand Variance (Forecast vs Actual)
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Gross demand forecast accuracy typically very good - usually more accurate than cost variance. 
Q1 2020 actual demand has been lower than forecast due to milder weather and Covid-19 
impact 



Thank you!

Please direct any questions you have to:

info@lowcarboncontracts.uk
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Appendix: Understanding the Supplier Obligation

Supplier Obligation is split across three payment mechanisms:

Interim Levy Rate (ILR)

● Daily rate in £/MWh: specified a quarter in advance, but paid on a daily basis. Calculated as sum of subsidy 

payments to generators in period, dived by total eligible demand

● Subsidy payments calculated based on differences between strike price and reference price (Baseload or 

Intermittent) for each generator

Total Reserve Amount (TRA)

● Reserve amount to cover uncertainty in CFD; set at a level to ensure a 95% probability that LCCC will, during a 
given period, be able to meet all payments it might have to make under the CFDs

● The CFD counterparty notifies the amount of each electricity supplier’s reserve payment for a quarterly 
obligation period before the 8th working day of the quarterly obligation period which immediately precedes 
that period; it is paid within the 5th business day following the invoice i.e.  within the 12th business day of the 
quarterly obligation period to which it relates

Reconciliation

● Retrospective reconciliation based on metered data and actual price information
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